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Mickey or Minnie niggle headstock make..
Benodigdheden for 1 headstock
1 x bit baby substance of 35 cm x 35 cm blue or roze
1 x bit felt of 10 cm x 10 cm black
1 x bit felt of 10 cm x 10 cm blank
1 x bit felt of 6 cm x 6 cm linnen
1 x bit baby substance 20 cm x 20 cm hyphens
1 x bit baby substance roze 12 cm x 4 cm
1 x bit thick soluble membrane
1 x nice pattern

1 The bit substance of 35 cm x 35 cm and fold this takes twice so that you get a triangle.

2 Twinge in the middle and 3 cm of the upper part two spelden there in so that there a cross arises.

The middle of the cross is it in the middle of of you pattern be able adjust the machine this has been only meant
So that the hoofdje comes there also effective where you want him. (take away the needles for you embroider)

3 Embroider now the gezichtje (application) on the bit substance.

4 Now do the thick soluble membrane in embroider ring and the black substance there loose on top of then
embroider the ears.
Knip the redundant substance gone and late the machine him round for afstikken.
Repeat this process for the hands of poppetjes but then with the white substance.

Obtain after embroidering the ears and the hands separately from the ring so that celebrate you discharge
components have.
5 Do this two times sew parts now two of the ears to each other so that you two keep ears concerning with the hand.
The beautiful side to outside of course! But that nevertheless speaks for itself?
6 Now the ears sew fixed on the substance netjes above the hoofdjes stipulate themselves the good position.

7 Also sew now the two hands on each other just like the ears but do a bit substance to the end.
That is forr making the hands to the body.

8 Time the poppetje now binnenstebuiten and sew the hands fixed to the body.

Suffocate this well fixed with the machine so that you certain weet that it cannot leave loose small children
Twinges the loose things in their mouth therefore do good this !!!!!!!!!!!

9 If this is ready the headstock suffocates around for near but late cm still 5.
By this breach you can the poppetje binnenstebuiten turns meet again then he this way.

10 Leg now a button at each hand to the end and appetite these firm to so that there small knoopje remain.

11 The head fills wadding with a small bolletje what you can push by the breach of 5 cm to within.
A bit rope does turn a this couple time round and attaches it good under the bolletje.
So that there a hoofdje arises and the wadding on its spot continues sit.

12 Knip now of the bit substance 20 a cm x 20 cm a triangle and sews fold to the lower part a standing randje
this near and sews it to each other. Turn the mutsje afterwards interior.

13 Make to above side the still type knotje drill at each other means of the substance to sew with needle and wire.

14 Knip small Gaatjes now two in the bonnet at altitude where the ears must come place the bonnet on the head
And appetite the ears by the gaatjes to outside sew vervolgens the bonnet on the head fixed.

15 Make now of a bit roze substance 12cm x 4 cm by means of kokertje the trap to sew and in the middle
a button to lie sews these only continues for the ears on the head permanently this money for minnie.

16 Sew now still just as the small breach of 5 cm dense
17 And ready are you disney niggle headstock nicely to go along to sleep for the kids!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Groetjes Mario en Monique
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